Using 
Introduction.
Using results of [l ] and [4] , we give counterexamples to the so-called monotone mapping problem for r5:4. That is, if/ is a monotone map of Er onto Er (f~l(y) is a compact connected set), then is / a compact map (inverse image of compact sets compact) [7] ? Whyburn [6] has shown that for r = 2 any monotone mapping of E2 onto E2 is necessarily a compact mapping. E. H. Connell [2] has shown that if / is a monotone mapping of Er onto Er such that for pEEr, Hk[f~1(p)]=0 ior k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , then / is compact. If G is a domain in Er and/: G->Er is (r -2)-acyclic (counter-images of points are compact and have trivial cohomology groups in dimensionŝ r -2), then it is shown in [5] that a number of given conditions are equivalent and that each of the conditions implies that/ is compact. In particular, if/is a (r -2)-acyclic map of Er onto itself, then/ is compact. In [3] , before they had discovered the reference [S], the authors obtained another proof of this latter result. Here, the proof is quite direct and is obtained by showing that if/ is a monotone map of ET onto ET such that for some flat (r -l)-sphere SEEr, the inverse image of a neighborhood of 5 is compact and/*: Hr-x(f~1(S))^>Hr-x(S) is nontrivial (e.g. if / is a homeomorphism on some open set), then/ is compact.
Besides being quite direct, the proofs given in [3] are noteworthy in that they are of general interest and easy to follow, particularly for someone unfamiliar with the theory in this area.
Definitions and notation. E" will denote Euclidean re-space. The unit re-sphere in En+1 will be denoted by S" and the unit w-ball in E" by I". Let 5"_1 denote the (re -l)-sphere in En of radius t (thus 5i_I=5"-1)-Let E\ = En~lX [0, <x>)EEn. For convenience in notation we will denote the origin of En by pn.
If for tE(0, 00) and xES"-1 we identify the point (x, OGS"-1 X(0, 00) with the point txES?-1, then we can consider En as pnVJ(Sn~1X(0, 00)). In a similar fashion, we can consider E"+ as pnyj(In~1X(0, 00)), where In~lXt is identified, in a natural manner,
with SrlC\E\. We note that the preimage of a point is either a point or an (n -r)-sphere. Thus, if 1 Sr<n, h",r: En^>Er+ is a monotone compact map. In [4] , for each w>w^3, the author described a monotone noncompact map of En onto Em. Since we will need to make use of one of the maps defined there in our main result, it will be convenient to indicate briefly here how the above maps are obtained.
By [ (1) f\m of 7" onto P\ (2) flm of 7" onto Sm, (3) f",m of S" onto Sm and (4) fn,m of S» onto 7-".
(Since this difficult result seemed to be an interesting pathological result with no immediate applications, due to the fact that the proof itself was so difficult and involved and required extremely complicated notation, a proof of this theorem has never been published. However, a proof of this result was presented at the Summer Institute on Set Theoretic Topology held at the University of Wisconsin in 1955.)
Main results. We now can easily describe the counterexamples to the so-called monotone mapping problem for r^4 along with a number of other related results. Proof. Since r^4 and £2:3, the result follows by making use of the maps/7-i.t-i (* = li 2, 3, 4) given above. That is, in each case for s = r or k, we express E" as psyj(S*~lX(0, <»)) and E'+ as psVJ(P~1X(0, «))). Then for *=1, 2, 3, or 4, Ft,t is defined as follows:
Fr.k(pr) = Pk and Fr,k((x, t)) = (/'_i.*-i(x), t),
where the ranges and domains are appropriately expressed in each case.
Remarks.
We note here that using the maps hs,k taking E* onto Ek+ (s>£=^l) composed with the maps Fls and Fsrs we can get additional monotone compact maps of Er+ onto Ek+ and Er onto Ek+ having preimages of (5 -£)-spheres as preimages of points. That is, if r2:4, £2:1, s>k, and s3;3, let F,'| be the monotone compact map of E\ onto E% given by the composition r t1 TtS g nStk k E+-> E -> E+, and let F$ft be the monotone compact map of Er onto Ek+ given by the composition Here one uses the facts that the inverse image of a compact connected set under a monotone compact map is compact and connected, and the composition of compact maps is compact. Also for r2:6 and £2:4, there exist monotone compact maps of Er onto 72+ having preimages of points homeomorphic to continua X(r -s)-spheres. That is, for r>sH\5 and £2:4, let P% be the monotone compact map of ET onto Ek+ given by the composition 3 hr,s s s-i r Fs_i,it_i X id. The results of [l] do not give an answer to this question directly and it does not appear that the methods used in [l] can be modified so as to produce the desired result (i.e. one would like to have a monotone map/3," of S3 onto Sn (ior some re St 4) so that for some yESn, Ss-fs"(y) =P3 (or for some compact connected set ZCS" with S«-Z = E",S3-f;,"(Z)=E3)). Question 2. Does there exist a monotone map k of E3 onto Pi? We note, if Question 1 can be answered in the affirmative for some «si4, then the result follows for all mSt4, Question 2 is true, and there would exist a monotone noncompact map of E3 onto E3. That is, (i) the composition E3 F3,n>£"F "■"*>Em is a monotone compact map of E3 onto Em;
(ii) the composition E3 F'-n>En *"''>£ + is a monotone compact map of E3 onto PL; and (iii) a map given by an affirmative answer to Question 2 or the map given by (ii) followed by the map Pp: Pi->P3 gives a monotone noncompact map of P3 onto £3. We also note that since the maps defined by (i) taking £3 onto Em (for wS:4) are monotone and compact, we could then obtain monotone noncompact maps of Es onto Em (m^3). That is, the compositions would be examples of such maps. Finally, we note that from the above discussion an affirmative answer to Question 2 at least allows us to obtain a monotone noncompact map of P3 onto £3 and if Question 2 is false, then Question 1 is false for all «S;4.
